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The illustrated cover was franked with a greenish
blue King Frederick IX stamp with a 60 /lre de
nomination. The envelope was posted in Copenha
gen to New York, NY. The stamp is perforated
with perfin pattern A.B. as listed in the List of
Danish Pefins: Firma Poforerede Stamps, David
C. Stump, editor, 1980. However, Pet er
Engelbrechl'sDanske Firmaperforeringer which was
published in 1983 lists th is as perfin pattern A9. As
may be see n from the illustration on the lower right,
the user was: Arnold Busck, Booksellers of 49
K/lbmagerade, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Dave St ump Discusses Perfins Machinery

Editor's Notes:

derived from the lett erhead of the American Perfo
rator Company.

The reference to the PRR machine supplying ~...all
of the perforated stamps used over the entire
railroad" does not squa re with the five PRR pat 
terns Pl96-P200 listed in The Catalog of United
States Petfms. However, it is possible that different
dies existed at different times or even that there
were significant differ ences among the dies on the
PRR device.

The reference to British standard sheets being 12
across by 20 high is a descr iption of pre -deci maliza 
tion when there were 12d (pe nce) in 1/ (shilling)
and WI in IE (pound). Thus a row of twelve Id
stamps would be 1/ and an entire sheet was It.

Elsewhere in this issue, Dave Stump is referred to
as "Mr. Perfin". This article is a reprint of an
article which appeared in The Petfms Bulletin,
Volume 26, Number 9, October 1973, pp. 1, 5-6.
The reference to "The old Bulletin logo..: is of
interest. It takes note of the fact that the Bulletin 's
logo has changed several times . The current logo is

The City of Chicago's I WILL (1-119) is found on
both coil and sheet stamps; however it is predomi
nately found on coil stamps.

Please notc that in the last paragraph Dave
requested readers who could add de tails to this
article communicate with him. U nfortunately, Dave
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